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25 Depositional Traditions in Iron Age Kormt

This paper explores Iron Age depositions in wetlands and on dry ground in Kormt. The types of 
objects deposited and their contexts are discussed from a long-term perspective, and the emerg-
ing patterns are interpreted in cultural-historical terms.

The early Iron Age depositions cluster on northeastern and southwestern Kormt, especially 
in the Avaldsnes and Ferkingstad areas. They indicate the presence of men of military rank and 
are placed at strategic maritime sites: Ferkingstad and northern Kormt. The depositional tradi-
tions of the early Iron Age resemble those of nearby Jæren and southernmost Hordaland, and 
indeed those of northern Jylland, Denmark.

No depositions are known from the period AD 550–700. In the Viking Period, the deposi-
tional tradition in Kormt society seems to have played a more limited and less aristocratic role 
than previously. The depositional traditions differ from neighbouring as well as distant regions 
with which there formerly were similarities.

Depositions – objects taken out of normal use and laid down – represent a problem-
atic category of archaeological finds, encompassing objects left in watery places such 
as bogs, lakes, springs, and rivers as well as objects left on dry ground, in specially 
marked places – near a boulder, in a talus, or in a crack in the ground – or simply in 
soil without any special marking. Added to these are objects found on dry ground 
that was formerly a wetland, which gradually dried up over time due to shoreline 
displacement or ditching activities. These abandoned objects can have been either 
lost or consciously deposited; which of the two can often be impossible distinguish 
when dealing with single objects. With multiple finds of the same object type occur-
ring over an extended period, it can be more easily determined: objects deposited 
intentionally can be expected to form clusters in time and space, while objects lost 
would present a random distribution. Furthermore, patterns in the actions under-
taken by the individual(s) undertaking the depositions can be adduced: objects may 
have been destroyed, they can be accompanied by certain other objects, or there may 
be traces to indicate that people have repeatedly visited a certain site. Sometimes it is 
clear that certain types of objects can be linked to certain types of landscape settings: 
in Skåne, for instance, female-associated objects tend to be deposited in still waters, 
while male-associated objects more often are found in flowing waters (Strömberg 
1961; Andrén 2002:316–17). Depositions of gold were deposited generally during the 
Migration Period, in both wetlands and on dry land (Axboe 1999; 2007).

Besides settlements and burials, depositions constitute the most important cat-
egory of finds used by archaeologists to interpret the past. Some of the most spec-
tacular, often exotic objects of Iron Age Scandinavia are depositions: the pre-Roman 
Iron Age silver cauldron from the bog Gundestrup mose and the wagons from the bog 
Dejbjerg mose in Jylland, Denmark, the Migration Period gold collars such as the one 
found in the steep of the hill Ålleberg, Götaland, Sweden, the Merovingian Period 
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ship found in a bog in Kvalsund, Norway, and the Viking Age sword with precious 
stones found in Lake Hjermindsø near Mammen, Denmark (Jensen 2003; Anders-
son 2011; Shetelig and Johannessen 1929; Androshchuk 2014:90–1). Less spectacular 
objects have also been found in depositions. Wooden objects often occur, such as 
parts of ards (Glob 1951) deposited in wetlands in the pre-Roman Iron Age.

Depositions as a category have been much discussed. By the 1960s, contextual 
analysis and regional studies provided cultural-historical interpretations of such 
find patterns (e.  g., Strömberg 1961; Geisslinger 1967; for the overall discussion, see 
Hagberg 1961 and Stjernquist 1963). Single finds of weapons or tools were previously 
classified merely as lost objects often supposed to represent destroyed graves (e.  g., 
Martens 2004:127). Julie Lund (2009:155–6), in comparing single finds of weapons and 
tools from talus/stony ground, has found that they are approximately as numerous 
as the precious metal hoards deposited in the same type of settings. Given the promi-
nent status in Old Norse myths ascribed to rocks, talus, boulders, and cracks in stony 
ground (Lund 2009:156 for refs.), she concludes that weapons and tools likewise were 
intentionally deposited. With the last two decades’ emphasis on religion and ritual 
aspects of prehistory (e.  g., Andrén 2002), the study of depositions has become more 
integrated with interpretations of Iron Age society as a whole.

In Norway, wetland depositions may consist of boats (Shetelig and Johannes-
sen 1929; Nordeide 2011:250), agrarian objects (Glob 1951; Fleseland 2014:appendix), 
ceramics with various edible contents (Shetelig 1913; Pilø 1989; Fleseland 2014), con-
tainers with butter (Næss 1969; Fredriksen 1982), or metal vessels (Hauken 2005:cat. 
nos. 36 and 112), jewellery, and precious metal (e.  g., Axboe 2007; 1999; 2001; Hedeager 
1999), weapons (Lund 2009), spindle whorls, textiles, and human hair (Ingstad 
1961:33; Halvorsen 2008), whetstones and possibly strike-a-light stones (Monikander 
2014), and bodies or body parts of animals and humans (Sellevold 2011; Lillehammer 
2011).

The depositions on dry ground have received less attention, as they are more dif-
ficult to identify as such. In museum inventories such objects are often described as 
having been found near a large stone or in a talus (No. ur, Lund 2009:154–6). Many 
types of objects may have been used for dry-ground depositions, but archaeologists 
have more readily accepted precious objects of gold and silver as intended ritual dep-
ositions. Not only precious metals, but also other deposited object types must likewise 
once have represented significant economic value; for example, the large depositions 
of iron currency bars placed on grounds bordering the outland commons in Norway 
and Middle Norrland in Sweden (Resi 2005; Lindeberg 2009).

Clusters of depositions tend to be found at pre-Christian cultic sites. In terms of 
archaeology, such sites are distinct because the objects and actions undertaken there 
differ from everyday practice. Such sites were often used for repeated depositions over 
extended periods. Depositions are also clustered at Iron Age centres like Gudme (‘the 
home of the gods’) on Fyn, Helgö (‘the Holy Island’) in Lake Mälaren in central Sweden, 
and Uppåkra (‘the fields’) in Skåne, southern Sweden, in part because these centres 
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encompass one or several cultic sites. Such centres contain many types of deposited 
objects, not least gold (Thrane 1998; Zachrisson 2004b:161–2; Larsson 2004).

Though we lack direct evidence regarding their meaning, depositions can be 
approached as a traditional means of communicating socially with both contempo-
rary society and the otherworld. Depositions can be regarded as gifts (cf. Mauss 1997 
[1925]). Through a gift, the giver communicated to the receiver his/her social identity, 
or that of the group (cf. Varberg 2008). The recipient of the gift may have been part of 
this world or the otherworld; both channels were important for Iron Age people.

25.1 The aim of the study and background
Depositions from a region viewed from a long-term perspective can provide a comple-
mentary history to that derived from other types of archaeological finds. The aim of 
this paper is to present a synthesis of the depositional traditions of Iron Age Kormt, 
followed by comparison with traditions of other regions. Finally, the role of deposi-
tional traditions in Iron Age Kormt will be discussed.

At the beginning of the early Iron Age (500 BC–AD 550), depositional traditions in 
Kormt had long been established. Three large depositions of imported late Neolithic 
flint objects have been found on northern Kormt. In Scandinavia, flint occurs natu-
rally only in Denmark and Skåne, and the deposits show signs of contacts between 
Kormt and Denmark. But the Kormt depositions are far larger than those found in 
Denmark as well as elsewhere in Norway.

In general, the distribution of flint objects in Norway coincides with the occur-
rence of early Bronze Age bronze objects, large burial mounds, rock carvings, and 
depositions, indicating that from the late Neolithic onwards a southern Scandinavian 
agrarian culture with a stratified society gradually emerged in regions favourable for 
agriculture (Myhre 2002:44). Bronze Age monuments as well as material culture in 
Kormt show close connections with Thy and the area around Limfjorden in northern 
Jylland (Nordenborg Myhre 1998:197, 217). Depositions consist of a bronze axe from 
Sævik on the western coast of Kormt dated to c. 1300–900 BC and two bronze neck 
rings that belong to the latest phase c. 600–500 BC. The neck rings were deposited 
in a bog in the outland in Vårå on northeastern Kormt (C1952–3; Nordenborg Myhre 
1998:189).
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25.2 Early Iron Age traditions

25.2.1 Containers for food

In the pre-Roman Iron Age a new tradition of placing pots in bogs was introduced on 
Kormt. Bog pots have only been found in western Norway (Fleseland 2014:63). There 
are altogether 18 finds of one or more pots from Møre and Romsdal, Hordaland and 
Rogaland (Fig. 25.1; Fleseland 2014:44–6). The majority of these have been found in 
Rogaland with 11 finds, and especially Jæren with 8 finds. In Jæren (Fig.  25.3) the 
ritual depositions are connected to areas with fertile soils and favourable agricul-
tural conditions (Fleseland 2014:77, 85). The pots deposited on Kormt and Jæren are 
all quartz-tempered. Lars Pilø has considered them to be of the pre-Roman Iron Age 
(1989:89–90); Marita Fleseland has dated six pots with certainty to the pre-Roman 
Iron Age, and considers six pots to probably belong to the same period, while one can 
be dated to that time only with uncertainty.

Fragments of a ceramic pot were found together with two hones of quartzite in a 
bog in Landa (Fig. 25.1:no. 14; S 5761, S 5762a–b; Pilø 1989:90; Hauken 1995:53; Reiersen 
2009:3; Fleseland 2014). The pot is of a late Bronze Age–pre-Roman Iron Age date, but 
the two hones probably narrow the deposition date to the pre-Roman Iron Age (Flese-
land 2014:50–2, tab. 9). The site lies approximately 300 meters from the sea between 
Landanes and Landa (Fleseland 2014:50, 86). The toponym Landa means land-
ing-place (Bjørkvik 1999:19). It is situated at the point where northern Kormt narrows 
and the land route east–west across the island is at its shortest. Landa borders the bay 
Visnesvågen and the entrance to the inner bay Haugavågen (Reiersen 2009:44). In the 
Roman Iron Age/Migration Period a hill fort with heavy stone walls was constructed 
on a small island in Visnesvågen, whence it could also control the water route leading 
into Haugavågen (Hernæs 1997:138–40; Reiersen 2009:44). The depositional site was 
thus situated in what later became a strategically important maritime landscape.

During the same period a pot was deposited in a bog in Langåker, just south of 
Ferkingstad on southern Kormt. The pot is of the same type as the above and proba-
bly belongs to the pre-Roman Iron Age (Fig. 25.1:no. 13; C16293; Pilø 1989:89; Hauken 
1995:53; cp. Fleseland 2014). Fleseland (2014:51), however, regards it as falling within 
the broad period of late Bronze Age–Roman Iron Age (1000 BC–AD 400) – the only pot 
she assigns a possible AD dating. When found, the pot was filled with a sticky yellow-
ish substance presumed to be butter (Hernæs 1997:83; Reiersen 2009:61). The placing 
of the pot in a hollow in the peat appears to have been highly ritualistic. Nearby, a 
meter-high wooden pole had been driven down into the bog and thereafter the dep-
osition had been“closed” by 1 1/2 meters of sand covering the site, which is situated 
approximately 500 meters from the sea (Fleseland 2014:121).

The deposition of pots in west-Norwegian bogs seems to have been part of a tradi-
tion that also included Jylland (Fleseland 2014:80–1; Shetelig 1913:39). The tradition 
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Fig. 25.1: Bogpots found in 
western Norway.
After Fleseland 2014:44–6). 
Fleseland’s numbering of the 
find sites is maintained here. 
Individual finds mentioned in 
the text are numbered as in the 
map.
Illustration: I. T. Bøckman, MCH.
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is especially pronounced in eastern and northernmost Jylland, where some of the 400 
sites have turned up a total of hundred pots (Fig. 25.2). In southern Jylland, the Danish 
islands, and in Sweden, this tradition is rare (Jensen 2003:189, revised figures origi-
nally from Becker 1971). A third of the Jylland sites – principally in central Jylland – 
belong to the pre-Roman Iron Age, whereas nearly two thirds – mainly in northern-
most Jylland – belong to the early Roman Iron Age (AD 1–200) (Jensen 2003:189). It 
thus seems plausible that western Norway shared the depositional traditions found in 
Mid-Jylland, but given the lack of precision in the datings of the Norwegian pots, this 
assessment remains speculative.

The probable butter (‘myrsmør’) contained in the Langåker pot suggests that the 
depositional traditions in western Norway can be interpreted as evidence of contacts 
with the British Isles and Ireland, where the earliest bog butter found has been dated 
to 400–350 BC (Earwood 1997). Laboratory tests of nine different bog butters found in 
Scotland show that six came from dairy fats, while the rest were tallow (adipose fats; 
Berstan et al. 2004:270). Following Lars Pilø’s datings, the Langåker bog butter could 
be contemporaneous with the earliest bog butter from the British Isles and Ireland; 
the deposition of butter was possibly a variant of the tradition of food offerings.1

25.2.2 Ard finds

The similarities in ritual traditions between Kormt and Jylland are likewise evident 
in the find of four wooden components of ploughing tools discovered in Tungemyri 
bog at Uvik in Kormt (S6785 a-d). All were cutting blades for bow ards made of oak: 
three were spear-shaped main shares while the fourth was a fore-share (Fig. 25.4; Glob 
1951:121, 67). The ard shares are dated through analogies with other ard parts to the 
pre-Roman Iron Age (Glob 1951; Hernæs 1997:83–4; Reiersen 2009:34). Bow ards were 
efficient – the depth and angle of the ard share could be controlled, enabling furrows 
to be dug more closely to each other for maximal seeding over a field (Pedersen and 
Widgren 1998:342–4), thereby facilitating labour and increasing harvest yields.

The bog Tungemyri, no longer extant, was situated 1 kilometre west of the 
Avaldsnes farm site (Fig. 25.5; Aadne Utvik pers. comm.; A-ID 44411–1). It was possibly 
the same bog used earlier for the deposition of flint objects from the late Neolithic/
early Bronze Age (S3309). Tungemyri was a small kettle bog, situated rather high in 
the landscape. At the time of the ard deposition, Kormt was a grazed open landscape 
with vast heathlands (Prøsch Danielsen and Simonsen 2000b:41; Myhre 2002:92); 

1 The nearly 1  kg of butter placed in several containers in a bog in Madla in northern Jæren is 
14C-dated to AD 536–621 (T-4015, S9457; Næss 1969; Fredriksen 1982). This deposition may be related 
to the 536 climatic event (Gräslund 2007; Gräslund and Price 2012), and requires a special discussion.
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Fig. 25.2: Bogpots found in Denmark. In Jylland, up to 400 sites have yielded one or more pots.
After Jensen 2003:190.
Illustration: I. T. Bøckman, MCH.
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against that backdrop, the bog may thus have been perceived as a secluded spot that 
offered a wide view towards Bøvågen and the Avaldsnes promontory.

The bog was situated on the grounds of the Uvik farm. According to Bjørkvik 
(1999:21) Uvik was part of a large domain composed of several of adjacent farms that 
had been split off from Bø. Fyllingsnes (2000:173), however, does not consider Uvik 
as part of Bø. This conclusion seems reasonable, as Tungemyri is in Avaldsnes parish 
while Uvik is in Torvastad parish, with Tungemyri lying close to the ancient parish 
boundary (Reiersen 2009:46). The type of wetland setting represented by Tungemyri 
is known in southern Scandinavia for hosting ritual sites from the Iron Age. These 
are often situated at ancient territorial boundaries (cf. Hagberg 1961:252; Zachrisson 

Fig. 25.4: A bow ard and its parts.
A: Beam, B: Fore-share, C: Arrow-shaped main share, D: ard head, E: Stilt, F: Handle, G: Tie hook 
(after Glob 1951:fig. 3).
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Avaldsnes
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Fig. 25.5: The bog finds at Landa and Tungemyri at Uvik.
Illustration: I. T. Bøckman, MCH.
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2014:97). Bø is situated on the northern side of Bøvågen, and Avaldsnes on the south-
ern side. Settlements that carry the name Bø, meaning ‘dwelling’ or ‘farm’, often have 
their origin in the early Iron Age. As was the case for Bø in Kormt, several of these 
settlements feature a stone church constructed during the Middle Ages (NSL:113). Bø 
was historically the only settlement on northern Kormt owned by nobles (Bjørkvik 
1999:11–14).

25.2.3 Ard finds elsewhere in Rogaland and beyond

The other depositions of wooden parts of ards known from Norway were all found 
not far from Kormt (Fig. 25.7). On Jæren, single ard shares of oak were deposited in 
wetlands in Gimra in Sola (S3138), Hauge in Klepp (S2856), Taksdal in Time (S8749), 
and Bø in Hå (S6250b; Fleseland 2014:appendix II; Glob 1951 for most of them). A 
single share was found just north of Kormt on the island Bømlo (B10998), and an 
ard share in Storebø (B12373) at Huftarøy in Austevoll was deposited together with 
other wooden objects. Of the ard shares mentioned above, the only one that has been 
14C-dated is that from Taksdal in Time. The date 749–260 BC (T-1771, S8749) confirms 
a pre-Roman Iron Age dating which probably holds true for the rest of them. Interest-
ingly, the Taksdal site was used in earlier instances for depositions of a late Neolithic 
flint dagger, pot, and horns of oxen (S7670, S8986).

The context of the ard share from Hauge in Klepp resembles the Tungemyri dep-
osition. It was deposited in a bog just south of the highest point of the landscape, 
Tinghaug (Thing hove, ‘Assembly hill’; Fig. 25.6), at the southern part of a high-lying 
plateau in central Jæren. In fact, two ritual depositions were performed here: the ard 
share in the part of the bog that belonged to the farm Hauge, and a pot in the part that 
belonged to the farm Tu (S28542, Pilø 1989:89). The bog Lundermyren, as well as the 
spring Lundarkjelda consecrated to St Hans, is situated in an area called Lunden (‘the 
grove’) (Fig. 25.6; Særheim 2014:53–6, fig. 2). Groves held a central position in Scan-
dinavian religion as places where offerings were transferred to the otherworld; the 
toponym ‘Lund’ often reflects a religious significance (Vikstrand 2001:282–3, 291). The 
depositions, in combination with the traditions of the sacred spring and the proximity 
to Tinghaug and Dysjane (Iversen, Ch. 26:745, 789) and to the elite settlements, favour 
the interpretation of Lunden as a cultic site (Særheim 2014:55).

The southern side of the Tinghaug plateau has been interpreted as a religious site 
and a centre that played a prominent role in the formation of the political organisa-

2 Marita Fleseland considers the find to have been made in Landermyren, approximately 1.6 km to 
the southeast (Fleseland 2014:cat. 12), but this seems to be a misunderstanding as the Stavanger 
Museum catalogue states that the find was made in Lundermyren. In the same bog, but in the part 
belonging to Tu, a pot was discovered the same year as the ard share above.
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tion of Iron Age Jæren (Lillehammer 2014:35–6). The pot and the deposited ard share 
(S2856) have not been included in this earlier discussion, nor the possibility that dep-
ositions may have been a part of the establishment of this authority. The milieu thus 
forms a direct parallel to the Tungemyri deposition near Avaldsnes. Both deposition 
sites are in a bog in the near vicinity of a farm that rose to political prominence in the 
Iron Age and maintained that role into the 11th–14th centuries. Both depositions were 
performed close to a boundary in the landscape that divided elite farms.

Another of the Jæren ard shares depositions was also linked to a high-status set-
tlement – Bø in Hå (Fig. 25.7). The ard share was found together with a wooden trough 
in a small bog (S6250, AM archive; Pilø 1989:90). P.V. Glob (1951:131) suggests that such 
troughs sometimes found with ard parts could have held seed-corn, thus symbolising 
fertility. Farms in Jæren with the name Bø seem to have continuity unbroken since at 
least the Bronze Age (Myhre 1984:183–5). Bø was a large Iron Age domain (Særheim 
2014:57–8). The bog is situated at the end of Flat-Jæren, the low-lying flat and fertile 
lands along the ocean, but close to the transition to Høg-Jæren, the higher-lying land 
used mainly for pasture.
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Fig. 25.6: Place names on and in the vicinity of the farms Hauge and Tu in Klepp.
The ard share (S2856) was found in Lunden.
Illustration: I. T. Bøckman, MCH.
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While finds of depositions at these sites demonstrate a tradition of depositing ard 
shares shared by several of the prominent Iron Age milieus in Jæren, the Tunge-
myri deposition, if it represents a single deposition, stands out as unique in western 
Norway for its significantly larger size. Outside Rogaland and southern Hordaland, 
whole ards and ard shares occur as ritual deposits mainly in pre-Roman Iron Age 
Jylland; depositions consisted in equal measure of either the whole ard or only the 
share (Glob 1951:finds 13–14, 21–2, 25, 28–9). The tradition is known but not as pro-
nounced in Holland, Sjælland, Sweden, and the Baltic (Fig. 25.7).

Fig. 25.7: Ards or parts of ards found in Scandinavia and the Baltic.
After Glob 1951:fig. 5; Fleseland 2014:139–40 with some additions).
Illustration: I. T. Bøckman, MCH.
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25.2.4 The enigmatic masks from Avaldsnes

A unique and enigmatic find consisted of two human masks, now lost, that should 
be viewed against the background of the late pre-Roman Iron Age society of Kormt. 
Two copper-alloy masks and a ring were found together c. 1800 at Avaldsnes vicarage 
buried at a depth of several ells in the ground (‘flere alen (dypt) i Jorden’; Stylegar 
et al. 2011; ring: C4785). The masks had inlay sockets for eyes. Drawings (Fig. 25.8) 
made of the find before it was lost show that the masks originally had been attached 
to something, most likely a cauldron or possibly a wagon. The masks are unique in 
a Norwegian context. Frans-Arne Stylegar, Håkon Reiersen, Alexandra Pesch, and 
Oliver Grimm (2011) have discussed the find in detail and consider alternative datings 
of the masks. The inlay sockets suggest an early Iron Age date (Stylegar et al. 2011:18 
for refs.). Their cautious hypothesis is that the masks belong to the pre-Roman Iron 
Age and were produced in a Celtic or Celtic-influenced milieu (Stylegar et al. 2011:19, 
22; Reiersen 2009:62).

When the article on the Avaldsnes masks was published in 2011, only one compa-
rable mask had been found in Västra Vång, Blekinge, Sweden. This mask bore traces of 
birch-bark tar on the reverse and had at one time been mounted onto another object: 
a cauldron, wagon, or wooden cultic statue (Görman and Henriksson 2006:178). Since 
then, five additional masks have been discovered at Västra Vång together with large 
numbers of fragmented bronze vessels and bronze cauldrons. Four of these had inlaid 
eyes and have been dated in terms of their style to c. 1 AD. From the same cultural 
layer, two finds of heads of more Roman appearance have been dated to c. AD 200. All 
the masks were found during excavation in the same cultural layer on top of a hill, as 
were 7th–8th-century gold-foil figures (gullgubber) and Viking Age silver coins (Hen-
riksson 2013). The hill is situated in the midst of the Iron Age centre, and the fields 
nearby are called Wiåkern (‘the fields of the Vé’, Vé = ‘the holy place’).

Fig. 25.8: The masks found at Avaldsnes, 13–14 cm and 15–16 cm long.
Drawing: Lyder Sagen, 1812. Owner: The Manuscript Collection, UMB.
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In southern Scandinavia, cauldrons with masks could have been kept in a hall 
building with ceremonial functions, as presumably was the case in Västra Vång. In 
Uppåkra in Skåne a beaker and glass vessel seem to have been stored for genera-
tions inside the ceremonial building before being deposited in the floor (Larsson and 
Lenntorp 2004; Hårdh 2004; Stjernqvist 2004). The material culture of Avaldsnes 
indicates that it was established as a centre in the Roman Iron Age (Reiersen 2009). 
The damaged traces of a sal, a hall building, have been found (Østmo and Bauer, 
Ch. 7:108–16). But traditions may have differed from those in Uppåkra and Vång: the 
centres of Iron Age Norway generally show smaller amounts of precious-metal objects 
than those of southern and eastern Scandinavia (Teigen 2007; Reiersen 2009:27–31).

Stylegar et al. (2011) argue that since they were found “deep in the ground”, the 
thin soil coverage at Avaldsnes indicates that the find location for the masks might 
have been in either a wetland or a grave mound. They argue in favour of the latter; 
more specifically, they make the case that the objects were found in the Kjellerhaug 
grave mound (Østmo, Ch. 12:235–6) when a cellar was dug into the mound c. AD 1800. 
It would have been ritually appropriate for a unique object to be deposited as grave 
gift, as were the two pre-Roman Iron Age metal vessels (albeit without masks) found 
in Norway (Nybruget and Martens 1997:86).

Ornamental cauldrons, sometimes decorated with human masks and bulls, have 
traditionally been ritually deposited in Denmark, often in wetlands (Jensen 2003: 
202–21). The concentration of finds of such cauldrons marked for early Iron Age 
Denmark, especially in Jylland, is far more pronounced than elsewhere in Europe. 
Well-known cauldrons from the late pre-Roman Iron Age/early Roman Iron Age – 
Rynkeby on Fyn, Brå and Gundestrup on Jylland, and others – were often destroyed 
before deposition (Jensen 2003:203–6). Sometimes, human masks and the heads 
of bulls were torn off from the vessels and deposited alone (Jensen 2003:205). Such 
might have been the case with the Avaldsnes masks. The original location of the dep-
osition of the masks will remain an open question until other parts of the original 
object to which they were attached are found.

25.2.5 Golden times

Gold objects were a means by which an elite could demonstrate its contacts with the 
wider world. Such objects were present at Kormt in the early Bronze Age. A female 
brooch with gold foil dated to this period was found at Tuhaug, Austevik west of Vårå 
(S7345). It probably represents a destroyed female burial similar to the contemporary 
female burial in Knaghaug in Bø. Among the grave goods given to the woman buried 
in Knaghaug was a berlock of gold (Hernæs 1997:94–5).

The late Roman Iron Age featured an influx of gold into Scandinavia. Gold was 
worn as jewellery or ornaments by the elite and was also used for depositions, princi-
pally in the form of neck-, arm-, and finger rings. The undecorated finger ring of gold 
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found near Bøvatnet (B5903, cp. Reiersen 2009:67) was probably deposited. Small, 
saucer-shaped lakes such as Bøvatnet were often used for ritual depositions. The ring 
is heavy – 12.8 grams – and probably dates to the period AD 250/260–310/320 (type 5 
Andersson 1993b:158; 1993a:44; Reiersen 2009:37). If so, it is the weightiest ring of this 
type found in Norway (Reiersen 2009:37; Andersson 1993a:143).

In the vicinity of Bøvågen, a greater number of gold objects have been dated to 
late Roman times. In 1852 a finger ring of snake-head type (42.9 g) was “found some 
inches down in the soil, near a rubbish heap at Avaldsnes by the crofter Hans Hansen 
Kolstø” (Figs.  25.9–10; B2774, Reiersen 2009:36–7). Although the find location was 
later thought to be Kolstø, the initial identification of the find site at Avaldsnes, as 
Håkon Reiersen indicates, seems to be more accurate. We do not know whether this 
represents a destroyed burial or if the ring was deposited in the ground. This ring type 
is associated with Himlingøje in Sjælland (Lund Hansen 1995:209–10).

In 2005 a small ingot of gold (S12222) weighing 1.8 g that was found in the turf by 
a stonepacking at the southern end of Kongshaug at Avaldsnes. After the 1840s this 
packing had been covered with soil that originated from some other part of the farm, 
and the context for the ingot is thus unclear (Hafsaas 2005:13). The ingot is a possible 
hoard from the late Roman Iron Age or Migration Period (Reiersen 2009:42, 71).

Stange

Bø

Avaldsnes

Kormt

Gold 
deposition

0 1 km

Fig. 25.9: Gold finds from northern Kormt c. 200–550 AD that are probable depositions  
(grave finds excluded).
Illustration: I. T. Bøckman, MCH.
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In 1940 a gold pendant was found in a field at Avaldsnes (Figs. 25.9 and 25.11; S6810, 
Andersson 1995:96–7, 174); as does the gold ingot, it amounts to 20 carats (Hafsaas 
2005:15). Information suggests that it came from the western slope of Kongshaug 
(Reier sen 2009:37). At the top of Kongshaug there are unexcavated burials. The 
pendant might be a deposit, but has also been considered as emanating from a 
destroyed female burial (Reiersen 2009:64, 67; 2010:fig. 5). A third possibility is that it 
could be linked to a settlement – perhaps a workshop – west of Kongshaug.

The pendant has been dated to the late Roman Iron Age, period C1-C2 (Slomann 
1972:32). It is decorated with a honeycomb pattern composed of hexagons. The base 
is unornamented and ends in a small granular ball of pale gold. The black material 
filling the honeycomb pattern is not niello but dirt (conservator Cora Oschmann, pers. 

Fig. 25.10: Snake-head finger ring 
 probably found at Avaldsnes (B2774)
Scale: approx. 2:1.
Photo: Svein Skare, UMB.

Fig. 25.11: The gold pendant from Avaldsnes 
weighs 4.4 g (S6810).
Scale 2:1. One side is flatter, the other is more 
rounded.
Photo: Terje Tveit, AM.
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comm.). The loops show signs of wear only on the outside; this may indicate that the 
object was not worn as a pendant, in which case the inside of the loops should also 
have shown signs of wear. Alternatively, it might have been fastened as a termination 
and secured against a soft organic material, such as ending in a knife sheath, a strap, 
or the like.

This unique object resembling a vessel with handles has been compared to 
another unique object, a pendant in the form of a vessel found in a rich male burial 
at Fullerö in Gamla Uppsala parish, central Sweden (Andersson 2011:54). Although 
the grave had been opened and plundered, the remaining grave goods indicate that 
the deceased had been richly furnished and that he had had close connections with 
the Roman military, possibly serving as an imperial guard. The Fullerö-pendant has 
parallels in pendants from the Nydam war-booty find (Engelhardt 1865:pl. V, 27). In 
the Roman provinces, this type of object is considered to have originated from sword 
sheath fittings that belonged to the imperial court (Lagerquist 1963:30, Andersson 
1993a:40). The Avaldsnes object, however, differs from the others by its unique shape 
and decoration – if it alludes to a vessel, then probably a situla of Hemmor-type. 
Upside-down, the pendant has the form of a helmet. In the Western Roman Empire, 
the helmet came into military fashion at the time of Constantine the Great. Large 
mosaic beads probably used as sword beads with an inlay of the face of the emperor 
dressed in a helmet adorned with precious stones/tiara probably are a depiction of 
Constantine (Magnus 2010 with refs.; Andersson 2013:158–60). It seems that such 
beads were distributed as gifts in the north. These types of beads are found in Norway, 
for example, in Byrkja in Hjelmeland situated on the mainland c. 45 km east of Kormt 
(Fig.  25.12; S5068, Magnus 2010). The helmet as depicted resembles the shape of 
the upside-down gold pendant. The Avaldsnes pendant could have been used as an 
amulet connected to a sword sheath. If indeed it alludes to a helmet, the numerous 
Roman influences in the Flaghaug grave support the notion of Avaldsnes as a milieu 
where such a symbol might have been expected to be fully understood.

In the late 19th century, a hoard of coins and rings of gold was found on the south-
ern side of the St Óláfr’s Church at Avaldsnes. Some of it was delivered to the vicar 

Fig. 25.12: A bead, probably a sword bead, 
found at Byrkja in Hjelmeland (S5068, Magnus 
2010) showing the emperor in helmet.
Scale: 2:1. Photo: Terje Tveit, AM.
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Rasmussen, priest at Avaldsnes between 1891 and 1907; the rest was probably melted 
down: “Jens Klausen, gravedigger at Avaldsnes, reported that coins and gold rings 
had been found south of the church. Some of it was given to the vicar Rasmussen. His 
[Klausen’s] father found a whole bundle.”3 From the description alone it is not clear 
whether the coins were also of gold, but the presence of gold rings indicates that it 
could have been a Migration Period hoard. If so, it would be exceptional for contain-
ing coins (Skaare 1976:35–8), whether of silver or gold; in this case, most probably 
gold solidi. In Norway, gold is normally found in the form of objects. It seems that 
gold solidi were never circulated, but rather recast and turned into jewellery/currency 
rings (Skaare 1976:36). Only very few coins of gold and silver or coin imitations have 
been found in Norway. The presence of the coins together with their datings shows 
connections with southern Scandinavia and Denmark (Horsnæs 2010:176). Gold rings 
could also be of Viking Age date, but finds of more than one ring are unusual (Hårdh 
1996:132–3), and it seems less likely an explanation.4

We may assume that the gold hoard belonged to the late Roman Iron Age/Migra-
tion Period. Gold bracteates and hoards in liminal zones have been interpreted as 
sacrifices intended to control the chaotic powers of wild nature (Wiker 1999; 2001), 
or as components in a cosmological organisation of the landscape (Hedeager 1999:3, 
245–6, 2003:158–60). But gold hoards are also characteristic of the material culture 
of centres such as Avaldsnes (Hines 1989; Axboe 2007:155). A gold hoard deposited 
at Avaldsnes would fit with other gold finds and be in keeping with its status as an 
upcoming central milieu in the Roman Iron Age. In that case, the hoard would have 
been placed at the core of the settlement, close to the excavated hall building, the tall 
memorial stones, and the Flaghaug mound.

The only other piece of gold deposited on northern Kormt is a spiral gold piece 
discovered at Stange, approximately 2 km northwest of Bø (Fig. 25.9). This piece has 
been dated to the late Bronze Age (Nordenborg Myhre 1998:216), but a late Roman 
Iron Age/Migration Period dating is more likely (S6960).

In Ferkingstad in southwestern Kormt (Fig. 25.13) a gold ingot weighing 8 g was 
found in the slope below old house foundations (S7955, Hernæs 1997:170). In the late 
1800s these house foundations were still visible in central Ferkingstad, in an area 
called the King’s Manor (‘Kongsgarden’, Fig. 25.13). Bishop Neumann (1842) describes 
it as a unique complex of large house foundations (quoted in Hernæs 1997:163–4). 

3 “Jens Klausen gravar på Avaldsnes, fortalde om mynt og gullringar funne på sørsida av kyrkja. Noko 
vart levert til presten Rasmussen. Faren fann eit heilt knyte fullt.” Espedal, p. 12.
4 In the Museum of Cultural History, University of Oslo there is a find consisting of five small gold 
currency rings attributed to Avaldsnes (C 37956). In appearance they resemble the common currency 
rings known from the Migration period; however, they have been identified by one written source as 
the five gold rings found in the filling of the Flaghaug mound (Stylegar and Reiersen, Ch. 22:619–20). 
A variety of finger rings are known from the Late Roman Iron Age; burials could contain several finger 
rings of different types (Andersson 1993a:27–8).
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Three three-sided monuments with memorial stones, probably dating to the late 
Roman and Migration Period, as well as foundations of a boathouse and four burial 
mounds were once found in the vicinity. The largest of these (approximately 40 m in 
diameter and 5 m high – about the same size as Flaghaug) was called King Ferking’s 
mound (Hernæs 1997:158–9; Myhre 1997). Though the complex does not compare 
with the Avaldsnes milieu, it expresses the same type of monumental themes. It is 
therefore interesting that oral tradition recounts a struggle for power between King 
Augvald of Avaldsnes and a sea-king Ferking of Ferkingstad, who refused to accept 
King Augvald’s claims to the whole of Kormt (Vea 1999).

The Ferkingstad site was possibly a settlement from the Roman Iron Age/Migra-
tion Period. From the descriptions alone, it cannot be excluded that there was a settle-
ment with surrounding walls similar to those from Migration Period Sweden (Olaus-
son 2008), or a courtyard site (Grimm 2006). Unfortunately, the foundations were 
destroyed from the 1850s onwards. A small excavation made by Jan Petersen within 
the last visible house foundation in 1923 revealed among other finds shards from at 
least five different bucket-shaped pots from the Migration Period (S4341a; Kristof-
fersen and Hauken, Fig. 21.17). This includes a shard with an iron collar (S4341a) – a 
type of pot that belongs to the 6th century (Fredriksen et al. 2014:8). In this period 
the same artisans in addition to producing bucket shaped pots also worked in gold, 
silver, and bronze as well as wood-carving (Fredriksen et al. 2014:11–12, 16–17). Might 
the gold ingot and bucket-shaped pots in combination with the special settlement 
remains indicate the presence of a workshop milieu in Ferkingstad?

Elsewhere in southern Kormt, a gold hoard from the Migration Period was found 
“under a large stone on the eastern side of the harbour of Skudeneshavn” (Fig. 25.13). 
The hoard contained five small rings that weighed 22 g and a gold rod with thickness 
of 1.5 inches; the latter was sold to a goldsmith in Stavanger (B2743, Hernæs 1997:119). 
The hill fort Storborja is situated close by. Hill forts do not seem to have been self-suf-
ficient but rather depended on elite milieus for supplies of food and raw material. 
In central Sweden, workshops that handled precious metal have been found inside 
certain hill forts dating to the late Roman Iron Age/Migration Period, such as Runsa 
and Gåseborg in the Mälar Valley and Gullborg and Boberget in Östergötland (Olaus-
son 2008). In the Migration Period, large depositions of gold or depositions of unique 
gold objects are sometimes found close to hill forts in Västmanland and Söderman-
land5 (cf. Olausson 2007 for Lindö). Interestingly there is information about a gold 

5 For example: in Västmanland the five gold rings (SHM 4203) found in the stone wall of the hill fort 
Solviksborgen in Kärrbo parish and a gold pendant of vessel-type (SHM 1447) found close to the hill 
fort Borgby skans in Säby parish; in Södermanland the large gold neck-ring and eight smaller rings 
(SHM 14) found in Lake Valdemaren close to the hill fort Ramunderborg in Sköldinge parish and a 
gold neck-ring (SHM 12060) found at Fagernäs close to the hill fort of the same name on the small 
island Barrö in Näshulta parish.
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ring from Åkra, which unfortunately was never recovered by the authorities and thus 
cannot be given a dating. Close to Åkra is the Steinsfjellet hill fort.

At the end of the Migration Period, a hoard connected to smiths and workshops 
was placed in the ground close to some large stones at Syre on southwestern Kormt 
(Figs.  25.13–14). The hoard represented an unexpected combination of objects: two 
identical clasps with gilt, decorated bronze buttons, a large square-headed relief 
brooch of gilt bronze decorated in Late Style  I, and a profiled bronze bar wrapped 
in a 40-cm strip of bronze. No evidence was found of a textile attached to the clasp 
buttons, meaning that they had never been used. The “fresh” object in combination 
with the presence of the bronze bar speaks in favour of this site’s identification as a  
goldsmith’s hoard (Kristoffersen 2009; 2012:172; Kristoffersen and Hauken, Ch. 21:549). 
A gray-black powder resembling pumice stone around and above a thin material with 
the consistency of a wasp’s nest indicates that the objects had been wrapped, possi-
bly in cloth (S9269, SMÅ 1940–41:31–2; Møllerop 1966:215–21, Hernæs 1997:121–3). The 
objects have been dated to the very end of the Migration Period (Kristoffersen 2000; 
2012:174; Kristoffersen and Magnus 2010).

The goldsmith’s hoard had been placed on a layer of white quartz. When struck, 
quartz emits a whitish light that may persist for several hours (Andrew Jones pers. 
comm.). This suggests that the deposition took time to prepare and that objects 
could have been put on display in the light before being covered. White stones are 
known from sacred sites in wetlands, where they are placed under, between, and 
above the sacrificial material. The white stones must thus have been thrown into 
the water during the depositional ritual, perhaps by the participants (Monikander 
2010:36; Larsson 2007:251). White stones could also be used during funeral rituals 
(Carlie 1998:24; Artelius 2000:175–6; Monikander 2010:36) and have been connected 
to fertility aspects (Hjørungdahl 1991:88). On northern Kormt a possible double-in-
humation burial in a boat, dating to the late Iron Age, was covered in white quartz 
(B6056; Opedal 2010:fig. 8, 259–60). White quartz likewise played an important role 
in late Migration funerals at Lilla Sylta in the Mälaren region, Sweden. Over 500 kg 
of beaten quartz had been placed on top of the chamber graves. This covering would 
have shone, especially in sun- or moonlight (Fischer and Victor 2008:132). Inspira-
tion for the white stones might have been taken from the white marble mausoleum 
built for Theodoric the Great in Ravenna, Italy, at approximately the same time as the 
graves in Lilla Sylta (Fischer and Victor 2008:132) – indeed, also the time of the Syre  
deposition.

25.2.6 Strike-a-light stones

Strike-a-light stones were deposited during the Roman Iron Age and Migration Period. 
These stones were exclusively male objects intended to be worn in the belt. They 
accompanied men of comparatively high status who were buried with weapons. The 
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most elaborate strike-a-light stones were a Scandinavian innovation and were worn 
on the back of the belt (Slomann 1959:38). The strike-a-light stones seem to have been 
used to make fire under special circumstances (Monikander 2014:13, 21).

In southern Scandinavia, strike-a-light stones are common in the large war-booty 
finds; in central and northern Sweden they were deposited in house foundations 
(Monikander 2014:19–20 for refs.). They could also be a component of the deposi-
tions at cultic sites on dry ground next to a ceremonial hall building, for example 
in the centre Helgö in central Sweden (Zachrisson 2004a:357; 2004b:152). Strike-a-
light stones are very often single finds, sometimes deposited in liminal zones close to 
water, in wetlands, or in other peculiar/marked sites (Monikander 2014:21).

Skudneshavn

Syre

Stavasletta

Boathouse

Ferkingstad King’s Manor
Gold ingot

Kormt

0 2 km

Fig. 25.13: Sites in southern Kormt connected to depositions of gold (Ferkingstad, Skudeneshavn) 
and smith’s tools (Syre).
Illustration: I. T. Bøckman, MCH.
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There are five single finds of strike-a-light stones from Kormt (Fig.  25.15).6 An oval 
strike-a-light stone of possible Roman Iron Age date is known from Håvik, while the 
others are elliptic strike-a-light stones of red-brown quartzite with furrows, which 
were common by the end of the Roman Iron Age and beginning of the Migration 
Period (Illkjær 1993:235–6; Monikander 2014:17–18). Such stones have been found 
in Litlasund, Ferkingstad, and Stol and between stones in the hill fort Steinsfjellet. 
The latter site features a wide view over the sea and Ferkingstad to the south. This 
unusual find seems to indicate the presence of men of military rank at Steinsfjel-
let. The two strike-a-light stones found in similar circumstances near or inside hill 
forts in Trøndelag have been interpreted as an indication the presence of men with 
girdles, similarly to girdle finds from Continental hill forts (Ystgaard 2014:205). The 
strike-a-light stones seem to have been deposited at points in the landscape of strate-
gic importance: the northern and southern shores of the Karmsundet Strait and the 
milieu around Ferkingstad and Åkra.

6 Kormt: Ferkingstad S3853, Feøy/Føyna S5123, Hauskje S9184, Håvik S8951, Litlasund B4771, Stol 
S4337, and Steinsfjellet/Åkra S12830 (cf. Klausen).

Fig. 25.14: The Syre hoard was found close by Syrevågen.
Photo: Terje Tveit, AM.
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Fig. 25.15: Depositions from the late Roman-Migration Periods, the late Merovingian Period and 
Viking Age.
Illustration: I. T. Bøckman, MCH.
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25.2.7 Spindle whorls and whetstones

Twenty-four stray finds of Iron Age spindle whorls are known from Kormt (Reiersen 
2009:56 for the northern part of Kormt).7 Many of these were found in ploughed soil, 
a trait common throughout Rogaland (Kristoffersen 2013:137). Eleven of these can be 
dated to the early Iron Age, six to the late Iron Age, and seven broadly to the Iron Age. 
These finds are clustered in northeastern Kormt: at Storasund, Bø, and Avaldsnes and 
in the vicinity of Ferkingstad; some are also found in inner and eastern Kormt.

Textile production was very time consuming, spinning especially so. The quality 
of the textiles in the early Iron Age is indicative of specialised manufacture rather 
than merely household production (Andersson Strand and Mannering 2011:82). In 
Rogaland two rare Migration Period depositions of textiles have been found in wet-
lands. The textiles/yarn from Tegle on Jæren has been interpreted as a young woman’s 
ritual deposition of textiles linked with her new identity assumed upon entering the 
life of a weaving, mature woman, while the fragments of textiles from Helgeland were 
deposited on different occasions in the outlands, probably by several individuals 
(Halvorsen 2008:82–3, 85). Spindle whorls were sometimes deposited in wetlands in 
Jæren (Kristoffersen 2013:136); this was apparently not the case in Kormt (Halvorsen 
2008:tab. 7).

A significant number of the spindle whorls from Rogaland are decorated, espe-
cially those from the Roman Iron Age and Migration Period (Hofseth 1985:43). The 
oldest and most common motifs have been interpreted as solar symbols (Hofseth 
1990:102–4; Kristoffersen 2013:138–40), as spinning was associated with the move-
ment of the sun and the passage of time (Hofseth 1990:102–4; Bender Jørgensen 
2013:132). Spinning was in historical times prohibited on certain calendar days as it 
was thought to produce a cosmic disturbance (Hofseth 1990:102–4; Klintberg 1995). 
Other motifs on spindle whorls have been interpreted as depicting textile products, 
such as balls of yarn and twisted or braided threads (Kristoffersen 2013:144–8).

In Norway, spindle whorl most commonly occur in graves. In central Sweden, 
parts of spindle whorls are instead found on the surface of Iron Age graves, indicating 
that spindle whorls were destroyed and deposited some time after the burial took 
place (Andreas Nordberg, pers. comm.). The spindle whorls recovered from Kormt 
may have resulted from destroyed burials or over-ploughed longhouses, but they were 
probably also deposited in the ground. Such depositions could have related to stages 
in life cycles.

There are altogether 18 stray finds of whetstones in Kormt. Seven of these are 
dated to the early Iron Age. Some whetstones, such as those in Landa and Fosen just 

7 Spindle-whorl finds in Kormt: S7409, S6085, S7148, S12381, S3853, S6136, S6083, S3680, S4098, 
S11576, S11606, S8997a–b, S7344, S3447a–b, S12409, S10286, S10287, S7326, S6351, S7820, S9004, and 
S6283. Datings according to the museum catalogues, Hofseth 1985.
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east of Kormt, were deposited in wetlands (S5762, S1284). The many stray finds of 
spindle whorls and whetstones form part of the depositional landscape of Iron Age 
Kormt; these types of deposits require further exploration.

25.2.8 Summing up early Iron Age traditions

Iron Age monuments are clustered at Bø and Avaldsnes in the northeastern part of 
the island and in Åkra and Ferkingstad in the southwestern part (Hernæs 1997; Rei-
ersen 2009; Opedal 2010). The depositional traditions in both areas seem to follow the 
same pattern. Several depositions of gold and/or unique objects occurred during the 
late Roman Iron Age and possibly also Migration Period at or close to Avaldsnes. The 
depositional traditions resemble those of nearby Jæren and southernmost Hordaland 
(Fig. 25.1), and indeed those of northern Jylland, Denmark (Figs. 25.2 and 25.7).

The unique gold pendant with loops as well as the unique gold neck ring from the 
Flaghaug burial have been interpreted as evidence of the presence of a workshop at 
Karmsundet during the period c. AD 150/160–310/320 (Reiersen 2010:71, 87). Gold in 
raw material form, such as the gold ingot, strengthens the case for a permanent work-
shop there. Goldsmithing is understood to have been a craft practiced by smiths in 
large permanent workshops that also produced wrought iron, weapons, and casting 
of various metals. These tended to be linked to centres, but could also be connected to 
large farms (Lamm 2012:143–4; Callmer 2002; Østmo, Ch. 9:171–7). The aforementioned 
depositions therefore would seem to coincide with the time period when Avaldsnes 
functioned as a centre.

25.3 Late Iron Age and Viking Age
In the transition from the early to the late Iron Age there is a break in the depositional 
traditions. No depositions have been found for the period AD 550–700. When finds 
resume for the late Merovingian and Viking Periods, single finds of weapons – a type 
of object not deposited previously – and tools constitute a large share of the deposi-
tions. These include axes, whetstones, and spindle whorls, in addition to jewellery 
and a single find of a silver coin (Fig. 25.15).
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25.3.1 Axes

On northern Jæren, imported and indigenous weapons alike were deposited in lakes 
during the Viking Age (Lund 2009:148–51). The tradition is unknown on Kormt, where 
indigenous axes were rather deposited singly on dry ground.8 One find at Ytre Eide 
(S6504) and another at Haugo nedre (Fig. 25.15; S4097) date to the late Merovingian 
Period. Two additional axes were deposited during the 10th century: one axe at 
Eide (S5798) and another axe from the early 10th century at Kolstø (B6211, Opedal 
2010:281–2).

25.3.2 Jewellery

Not until the late Iron Age do beads occur among the depositions. A large oversized 
bead was found in a crevice in a hill Smidjeberget on Vik near Skudeneshavn on 
southern Kormt (Fig. 25.15; C15121). Its size indicates that it had functioned as a sword 
bead. The find spot is in the vicinity of the hill fort and gold hoard from the Migration 
Period. Two more beads of glass mosaic possibly belong to this find (B498, B500, 
Opedal 2010:282). One of them resembles the mosaic beads found as a deposition at 
Nordvik on the island Utsira, west of Kormt (S5905a-e, S6007, S12145, Solheim Peder-
sen 2010). This most probably represented an elite woman’s string of beads from the 
late Merovingian/early Viking Age, comparable with the beads of the richly furnished 
women buried near the sea at the burial ground Hå gamle prestegard on Jæren from 
approximately the same time (Kristoffersen 2010:48; Møllerop 1961). But one cannot 
exclude that all the beads found in the crevice had functioned as sword beads, and 
thus instead once belonged to a male martial context.

In Kormt as in other places, unique and foreign objects tend be overrepresented 
in depositions (Lund 2009:151). A unique glass bead produced in Ireland or in the 
Anglo-Saxon region of England was discovered in the ground at Sandve, in south-
western Kormt (Fig. 25.15–16, S6089; Kristoffersen 2010:31).9 Of similar origin is a pen-
annular brooch of bronze with traces of gilding or silver plating found in flat ground 
in the outfields of Bygnes. The brooch has been dated to AD 800–900. It features 
gaping-mouthed animal head terminals and resembles an Irish penannular brooch 
(S2980, Petersen 1928:181, JP 216; Opedal 2010:281). In Ferkingstad a penannular 
brooch of bronze with gaping-mouthed animal-head terminals has likewise been 

8 An axe found at Kopervik dated to the Merovingian Period possibly originated from a mound beside 
the find location (S8952).
9 Several oval brooches discovered in Ferkingstad likely belong to destroyed female burials, for 
example the pair of oval brooches from the 9th century discovered 100 m north of the old churchyard 
in Ferkingstad (S8127, S8426; Hernæs 1997:170; cp. Opedal 2010:284–286).
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discovered (Fig.  25.15; Hernæs 1997:167–8). According to Petersen it is either Irish 
or resembles Irish brooches; the datable ones are rare and belong to AD 850–900 
(Petersen 1928:180; Opedal 2010:284). Early penannular brooches in Norway were 
imported and have been found in women’s graves. These have been interpreted as 
symbolic of the role played by women in establishing colonies in the west. Later 
copies of penannular brooches were made locally in Norway. Many of these are found 
in upper-class male burials and hoards (Glørstad 2012). The penannular brooches 
demonstrate strong connections with the British Isles and Insular objects; Zanette 
Glørstad considers the objects as active in social, political, and cultural contexts and 
linked with the kings of the Haraldr hárfagri dynasty. Approximately 20 % of these are 
stray finds as the above mentioned (Glørstad 2012:46).

A thistle brooch found at Reheia can be dated to the early 10th century (Fig. 25.15; 
Petersen 1928:194; Opedal 2010:277–8; cp. Petersen 1928:177 for the find spot; 
Graham–Campbell 1983). This type of brooch is often found in male burials (Petersen 
1928:194). That the needle has been broken off from the brooch and is missing may be 
interpreted as a sign that it was destroyed prior to deposition (S331). The exact find 
location in Reheia – at the burial ground also called Blodheia, a gathering place with 
historical roots – is uncertain, but it could possibly be in Uvik (Reiersen 2009:51).

25.3.3 Precious metal

The only find of precious metal is a find of an Islamic coin minted AD 821/822; unfor-
tunately, the only available description identifies its find location unspecifically as 
somewhere on Kormt (Skaare 1976:152).

25.3.4 Spindle whorls and whetstones

The stray finds of spindle whorls of the late Iron Age as are nearly as numerous those 
of the early Iron Age; the stray finds of whetstones of the early Iron Age are equal 

Fig. 25.16: Insular bead found at Sandve on 
south-western Kormt.
Scale: 2:1. Photo: Nathalie Hanna, University 
Museum Stavanger.
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to those of the late Iron Age. If they all are intentional depositions, they express a 
tradition and continuity throughout the Iron Age. Seven whetstones can be dated to 
the late Iron Age, of which four are pendants of schist, mainly from the Viking Age.10 
Research has shown (Jezek 2013; 2014; Jezek and Holub 2014) that such pendants as 
well as other types of whetstones were once considered to be touchstones for testing 
the quality of metals such as zinc and silver. None of the whetstones from Kormt 
have been analysed in this capacity and it therefore remains an open question as to 
whether they were in fact used as touchstones.

A 51 cm long whetstone of schist found at Sandve south of Ferkingstad on south-
western Kormt (Fig. 25.15; S2688) stands out among the whetstones from the late Iron 
Age. Five whetstones of similar length were discovered in the ship burial in Storhaug 
at Gunnarshaug, with the longest measuring 60 cm. There was also a pendant whet-
stone of schist (Fig. 25.15; Opedal 2010:268). The aforementioned double burial of a 
grave covered in white quartz also contained three whetstones, the longest measuring 
58 cm (Petersen 1951:254). The length of the Sandve whetstone links it to those found 
in elite ship burials on Kormt. Long whetstones are also known from ship burials 
of Merovingian Period central Sweden; for example, the Vendel and Valsgärde boat 
graves. Whetstones could likewise be part of the ritual matter of a cultic site on 
dry ground; for example, at the central place Helgö in central Sweden (Zachrisson 
2004a:354–5; 2004b:148). The most unusual object from the Merovingian Period is 
the whetstone ‘sceptre’ in the Sutton Hoo ship burial, decorated with male and female 
heads that have been interpreted as gods or ancestors (Bruce Mitford 1978; Mortimer 
and Pollington 2013:166). This decoration suggests that whetstones played a symbolic 
role, perhaps linked with aspects of descent and legitimacy. Sandve is situated about 
halfway between Syre and Ferkingstad – milieus distinguished by late Migration and 
Merovingian Period depositions. Unfortunately, there is no further information on the 
Sandve find; it remains unknown as to whether it was ritually deposited in a wetland 
or on dry ground, or whether it was part of a destroyed grave.

25.3.5 Late Iron Age: summing up depositional traditions

The depositional traditions of the early Iron Age link Kormt closely with southern Hord-
aland, Jæren, and not least Jylland. After a lacuna of depositions from c. AD 550–700, 
the traditions and contexts change – objects laid down thereafter in Kormt were often of 
western origin. From the 700s and onwards jewellery expressing Insular contacts was 
deposited, such as brooches and a bead. No depositions were made at Avaldsnes in the 
late Iron Age. At the outskirts of the neighbouring Bø domain some depositions occur; 

10 Whetstones from the Iron Age, Dale–Vikshåland: S4340, S3853b 2 ex, S10285, S9830, S3575 2 ex, 
S5762. Pendants of schist: Hillesland–Vikra S9380, S7324, S7821 and S11613.
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however, it is only in Ferkingstad – the other important site apart from Avaldsnes in 
the earlier period – that depositions continue throughout the late Iron Age.

Some of the other sites show continuity from the Migration/Merovingian Period 
depositions, such as Skudeneshavn, while others, such as Sandve in southwestern 
Kormt, were new deposition sites; the find context here is poor and the finds’ charac-
ter is thus uncertain. As has been demonstrated, Viking Age people were occupied in 
activities that addressed the past (e.  g., Hållans Stenholm 2012:38–9); in this vein, the 
thistle brooch deposited at Reheia at an historically important site with Bronze Age 
barrows in a row used also in the early Iron Age could be interpreted as a deposition 
re-using a historical site.

25.4  The depositional traditions and Iron Age 
society in Kormt: conclusions

In the late Bronze Age and pre-Roman Iron Age, settlement expanded in southern 
Norway and along the coast (Myhre 2002:105). In the burial tradition common for 
both western and eastern Norway, ceramic vessels were used as urns for the cremated 
bones of the deceased. Many of the vessels contain crusts indicating their former use 
as food containers, while others were storage vessels (Rødsrud 2012:106, 119; Bøe 1931; 
Isaksson 2008). It is likely that the connection between a vessel used as a funeral urn 
and the household where the vessel had formerly been in everyday use would have 
been obvious to the participants in the rituals.

In western Norway, household pots were also used in wetland rituals. The depos-
ited pots could have been chosen in the capacity of representing their respective 
households. In such case, it is likely that, as in Jylland, heads of households would 
have performed depositional rituals in the wetlands at Landa and Langåker. During 
the Roman Iron Age, burial customs underwent a change – the dead were given com-
plete sets of drinking vessels for their final journey. The strongly individual ornamen-
tation linked such decorated tableware to individuals (Rødsrud 2012:107). Perhaps for 
this reason, these types of vessels were not deposited in bogs on Kormt in contrast to 
Jylland.

The bog pots indicate that Kormt was home to the same depositional traditions 
seen in Jæren and Jylland. This also holds true for the deposition of ard shares at 
Tungemyri. None of the sites discussed by Glob (1951) have yielded as many as the 
four shares in the Tungemyri deposition. What implications can this large deposition 
have had for pre-Roman Iron Age society on Kormt? At Avaldsnes, farming activities 
seem to have been on a large scale already during the Bronze Age. The numerous 
early Iron Age cooking pits excavated were undoubtedly used for cooking meat for 
communal meals for large and repeated gatherings (Bauer, Ch. 13:271–3). The depo-
sition of the four ard shares is apparently linked temporally with the establishment 
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of the area of cooking pits at Avaldsnes, possibly implying a single, grand deposition 
at the inaugural gathering. Alternatively, the high number of ard shares could signify 
separate, recurrent depositions over a period of time, perhaps linked to the repeated 
use of the same gathering site.

The ritual depositions of ploughing items at Tungemyri bear similarity to those 
found close to or on the grounds of what became prominent Iron Age settlements in 
Jæren: in Sola, Hauge/Tu in Klepp, in Time and Bø in Hå (Figs. 25.3 and 25.6). With 
the exception of Hove in Sandnes on Northern Jæren with no known ard deposition, 
these are settlements that some generations later are marked by centrality, religious 
aspects, rank, and distinct archaeological finds (Særheim 2014; Myhre 2007). Among 
these, the deposition on Kormt is extraordinary. Passing over a ridge from Tungemyri, 
one enters the Reheia burial ground, the largest on Kormt. Its use began in the Bronze 
Age and was “probably intensively” used in the early Iron Age (Reiersen 2009:45–6, 
89). Several structures uncovered adjacent to the burial ground seem to be cooking 
pits (Reiersen 2009:45). Glob has drawn attention to the rituals connected to the first 
ploughing of the year that have been recorded throughout the ancient agricultural 
regions in Europe, Egypt, and Asia (Glob 1951:131). The ard depositions can thus rep-
resent aspects of fertility and authority rituals that could have been performed during 
these large gatherings not only on a prosperous farm, but likewise on the level of 
a larger domain. Aspects of territoriality could have been addressed through these 
rituals (Kelly 2006 for early Irish rituals performed at boundaries).

In the late pre-Roman Iron Age a social stratification is visible in Scandinavian 
burial traditions. More richly furnished graves appear as well as weapon burials 
(Lund Hansen 1987:194; Solberg 2000:65; Myhre 2002:117). Kormt was clearly affected 
by this stratification, as seen in the extraordinary male burial at Kolstø, located on a 
promontory on northeastern Kormt. This represents the sole weapon grave from the 
pre-Roman Iron Age found in western Norway (Pilø 1989:20; Haavaldsen 1999; 2000; 
Reiersen 2009:33). This burial tradition underlines connections with Jylland (Jensen 
2003:173) – contacts also apparent in the ceramic tradition (Stout 1986).

Prosperous settlements on Jæren, such as Bø in Hå, followed not only depositional 
traditions concerning ploughing implements, but also other rituals more common in 
contemporary Jylland. Skulls of four to five infants roughly the size of newborns were 
place in a spring on the fringe of Høg-Jæren with a magnificent view downhill over the 
settled areas and the sea (Haavaldsen’s report, AM archives). The skeletal parts have 
been 14C-dated to the period AD 90–408 (T-7472, S10968; Haavaldsen 1989; Sellevold 
and Næss 1991). Grete Lillehammer has thoroughly discussed the ritual deposition 
and the possibility that the skulls were the remains of sacrificial infanticide (Lille-
hammer 2011). As such, it is unique in a Norwegian context (Sellevold and Næss 1991; 
Sellevold 2011), but there are parallels in northern Jylland. In Jerslev, the skulls of six 
young persons had been placed in pits in a bog together with animal bones and pots. 
Only the upper part of the skulls were present; the lower jaws of the humans and 
animals alike were missing. Analyses have shown that the humans were between 18 
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and 25 years old at their time of death. The ritual site was in use between AD 1 and 
150 (Wåhlin 2013). Oral traditions tell of human and animal remains found in a bog in 
Åkra on southwestern Kormt, but more precise information is lacking.

Depositional traditions seem to have played an important part in the rise of elite 
milieus on Kormt as well as on neighbouring Jæren. The large ard deposition that 
seems temporally connected to the establishment of the area of cooking pits near 
Avaldsnes indicates that this could have become a long-lasting Iron Age elite set-
tlement of regional importance. The many gold objects deposited at Avaldsnes/Bø 
during the Roman Iron Age and possibly Migration Period may have been an impor-
tant aspect in the authority and legitimacy of the establishment of Avaldsnes as an 
Iron Age centre (cf. Reiersen 2009). The role of depositions during a period of climatic 
crisis in the latter part of the Migration Period seems to have been more important for 
satellites, such as the hill fort milieu in Skudeneshavn and Syre.

Men buried at Hauskje on Kormt and Feøy/Føyna in the late Roman Iron Age/
early Migration Period were furnished with strike-a-light stones. The burial on Føyna, 
an island just northwest of Kormt, stands out. It was located overlooking a lagoon-
like bay on Sørøya. Beside the grave a glass beaker, antique at the time, was laid 
down – intended perhaps for guests visiting the dead and performing ritual toasts? 
Whether placed in burials or deposited singly, the strike-a-light stones seem to have 
been placed in strategic settings in the maritime landscape: on northern Kormt, the 
northern and southern shores of the Karmsundet strait, and the milieu around Ferk-
ingstad and the Steinsfjellet hill fort by Åkra. Do the sites where the strike-a-light 
stones were deposited in isolation or as a component of burials signify nodes where 
armed men resided?

This pattern can be viewed together with depositions of gold. In the Migration 
Period, the goldsmith’s hoard at Syre and the gold hoard by the hill fort in Skudene-
shavn on southern Kormt herald a change. Logically, the workshop where the smith 
was active would have been situated not far from Syre. At the advanced workshop 
excavated in Helgö in central Sweden, raw materials of copper and copper alloys con-
stitute a fairly large portion of the finds (Lamm 2012:146). From Ferkingstad, the gold 
ingot, and perhaps also the shard of bucket-shaped pot with an iron rim, is indicative 
of a workshop. Towards the end of the Migration Period, workshops were creative 
nodes that combined most new craft techniques. The natural protector of a workshop 
would be a central farm. The only milieu that could provide such a setting on south-
ern Kormt in the mid Iron Age would be Ferkingstad. Smiths could be lent as a gift 
from an overlord to the manorial elite as a means of securing loyalty to the overlord 
(Lamm 2012:143–4). Should we assume that the milieu in Ferkingstad was dependent 
in relation to the milieu at Avaldsnes? Or did Kongsgarden in Ferkingstad hold an 
independent role? During this period, these depositions of gold seem no longer to be 
tightly connected with the elite settlements at Avaldsnes or Ferkingstad, but rather 
could be connected with its satellites. Indirectly this points to a more dispersed polit-
ical structure.
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25.4.1  The transition from early to late Iron Age – a break in 
traditions

In early research, western Norway was regarded to have experienced a severe crisis 
at the beginning of the Merovingian Period. Source materials currently indicate that 
this was indeed a period of societal change accompanied by a restructuring of the 
rural landscape (Myhre 2002:170–213). Nevertheless, certain regions seem to have 
been harder hit than others by the effects of the climatic crisis caused by volcanic 
eruptions in AD 536, 540 and 547 (cf. Büntgen et al 2016; Gräslund 2007). With a flour-
ishing Migration Period and remarkably few finds from the period 550–750 (Myhre 
2013), Jæren appears to have been severely affected by the effects of the crisis. In this 
respect, Kormt exhibits the same overall pattern regarding depositions and burials 
alike during this period. The marked absence of Merovingian Period depositions can 
be interpreted as a change in traditions as well as in attitudes toward depositions as 
such.

The depositions in the late Roman Iron Age and possibly Migration Period seem 
to coincide with the time period during which Avaldsnes functioned as a centre. In 
Denmark, centres of the first generation, such as Gudme, could have been severely 
weakened in the shift from the early to late Iron Age (Jørgensen 2009), never to fully 
regain their former stature. This seems to have been the case for Avaldsnes; otherwise 
we should expect depositions similar to those known from the late Iron Age in Tissø, 
Helgö and Uppåkra (Jørgensen 2009; Zachrisson 2004b; Larsson 2004).

During this transition, Kormt experienced a shift in power structures (Reiersen 
2009:83). Bø thereafter came to dominate the late Iron Age landscape with its monu-
mental, richly furnished ship burials on northern Kormt. In the process of changing 
power structures, high-ranking men undoubtedly played a guiding role; the location 
of finds of strike-a-light stones from girdles offer a possible hint to the site of the 
dwellings of some of these men (Fig. 25.15). Efforts were nevertheless invested in the 
construction of a large mound at Salhus within the Bø domain, visible from the strait 
Karmsundet – a mound that contained no burial. It may rather express the shift in 
power structures occurring at the time when Bø became the dominant elite settlement 
on Kormt (Reiersen 2009:83).

The late Iron Age generally represents a period of growing social inequality, mir-
rored in the rural landscape by the manors established at this time. During the late 
Merovingian Period, Bø and neighbouring Gunnarshaug comprised an elite site dis-
tinguished by extraordinary ship burials in the large mounds Grønhaug and Storhaug 
(cf. Bonde and Stylegar 2009; Opedal 2010:47–68). It has been argued that the changes 
in the archaeological material from the late 7th and 8th centuries are linked to the rise 
of a new type of elite that derived its power from its relationship to the king. This 
equestrian elite held Frankish ideals (Opedal 2010:126). Stray finds emanating from 
destroyed burials are known from Ferkingstad, especially in the 700s. The types of 
objects found are rare or unique in Norway. The objects used as grave goods indicate 
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that Ferkingstad would have been connected to trade networks reaching the Mediter-
ranean and Bornholm in the Baltic (Opedal 2010:56–60).

The overall impression is that there are few depositions on Kormt from the late Mer-
ovingian Period and Viking Age. Especially striking is the absence of precious-metal 
hoards. Apparently, at this time, some inhabitants of western Norway had access to 
large amounts of silver as well as gold, which was transformed into symbolic objects 
(Opedal 2010:207–8). These are present in the vicinity of Kormt. A brooch of gold was 
deposited in a small pond at Nerbø on the island of Bokn, just east of southern Kormt. 
The round brooch is ornamented in Scandinavian style, while the back plate is made 
out of a fragment of an Insular hanging-bowl, possibly a holy-water vessel of Irish 
origin (Wamers 1985:nr. 84, taf. 30:7; Bruce Mitford 1987). The brooch has been dated 
to AD 900–950; it bears signs of wear from the time it was deposited, perhaps in the 
late 10th century (S4399; Kristoffersen 2014). Another exquisite Viking Age find are 
the two silver neck rings discovered near the shore at Nordre Eike in Førdesfjorden, 
approximately 5 km east of Kormt. These belong to the group of large, heavy neck 
rings dating to AD 900–950 typical of western Norway. The complete Eike ring is 
among the heaviest of this type. These rings probably functioned as special-purpose 
valuables, also displaying status (Hårdh 1996:64–7, 173).

Other deposited gold objects mark areas along the sailing route Karmsundet, but 
not, however, Kormt itself. Single gold finger rings from the 10th or 11th century were 
deposited in Sørhaug and Storasund – both on the eastern shore of the Karmsund 
strait (B1891, B1889, Opedal 2010:291, fig. 23). East of the sailing route, leading up to 
Karmsundet, a silver hoard was deposited at Jøsen on Bokn some time after AD 1018 
(S4398). Before AD 950, most hoards, such as that at Nordre Eike, contained unminted 
silver. After AD 1000, minted silver dominated the hoards (Gullbekk 2009:34–5). Late 
Viking Age hoards placed around inlets and bays here, as in eastern central Sweden, 
could be interpreted as an indication of the presence of people who had been paid in 
silver – perhaps men connected to the naval military organisation.

Deposited boats and boat parts are not known from Kormt itself. On the mainland 
side of the Karmsund strait, wooden parts from a late Iron Age ship were found in a 
bog at Gard, near the sea. This find has been interpreted as connected with the boat-
building process, rather than a ritual deposition (S4652). Nevertheless, boats or parts 
of boats were an important part of the depositional traditions along the entire western 
coast of Norway from c. AD 200–1050 (Nordeide 2011:250, map 12; Shetelig and Johan-
nessen 1929:34–56), and the Gard finds should be viewed against that background.

The absence on late Viking Age Kormt of depositions of precious metal, apart 
from a single Islamic coin, is striking but also logical. Viking Age society on Kormt 
was marked by ostensibly royal lands and elite domains (Opedal 2010) and would be 
expected to behave according to ideals of Christian rulers in neighbouring regions. 
Hoarding was not encouraged for this elite; they should rather be generous and 
spread their wealth to those around them.
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25.4.2 Depositional traditions – parts of siðr

Power and authority are constant themes in the discussions of Iron Age Kormt. Power, 
however, is not merely given – it must be maintained and communicated through 
rituals. In the process, the nature of that power might be altered (cf. Bourdieu 1996). 
Rituals are essential for group cohesion and in the exercise of power – that is, in lead-
ership and authority (Bell 1997:133; Opedal 2010:13–15). Rituals were also undertaken 
at various stages of an individual’s life, the so-called rites de passage (Gennep 1999 
[1909]): reaching mature age, marriage, giving birth, during death and burial, and 
upon entering a new office. Rituals were performed with a certain aim and for an 
audience, real or implied. A ritual could exist only when conducted by real people 
and in real time; if a given ritual ceased to be performed, it was likely soon forgotten 
(Clunies Ross 2002:17–18). Thus, rituals are inseparable from their social context and 
time.

The term ritual is equivalent in meaning with the Old Norse word siðr, also signi-
fying a custom or habit. The word was also used to designate pre-Christian religion 
forn siðr. Accordingly, religious behaviour was an integral part of everyday life (Sund-
qvist 2005:276; cf. Hultgård 2003). As such, the depositional traditions discussed and 
interpreted in cultural historical terms in this chapter can be understood as aspects 
of authority and legitimacy in a discussion on power and religion, especially so if the 
word ‘deposition’ is replaced by ‘gift’.
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